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FROM CARTOGRAPHIC
TO TOPOGRAPHIC
REPRESENTATIONS
OF THE SEA
Jean-Paul Forster

here are obvious similarities of inspiration in the depiction
' of the sea and sea voyages in Romantic poetry and in Robinson
Crusoe and Gulliver's Travels a century earlier.^ The kinship is
conspicuous in Coleridge's "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" but no
less evident in Byron's Childe Harold's Rilgrimage,\)is "Turkish Tales," and
Don Juan, or in Shelley's "Epipsychidion," "Lines written among the
Euganean EQUs," and even "Ode to the West Wind." On one point,
however, they differ so strongly that it nearly obscures the resem
blances. Whereas Defoe's and Swift's representations of maritime space
are cartographic, like the maps they prefix to their narratives,^ Romantic
poetry puts the emphasis on topography. The purpose of the present
study is to explain how and why literary representations of the sea
evolved in this way during the long eighteenth century. In what follows.

' This paper,which was read at the Second Paul-Gabriel Bouce Colloquium on the sea at Paris
Ill-Sorbonne Nouvelle in 2005, is dedicated to the memory of my mentor, Ernest Giddey,
Byron scholar and former Vice-Rector of the University of Lausanne.
^ See my "Cartographic Representation and Living Experienceof the Marine Space in Gulliver's
Travels, with Side-Glances at 'Robinson Crusoeg forthcoming.
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I am not concerned with the characteristics of individual poets and
poems, or with poetry as poetry, but with the perception of space of
two generations, in other words with the effect of time on what, by an
apt phrase, has been called a "horizon of expectation," this "horizon of
expectation" being basically the product of all the discourses available
to writers and readers of a certain period.^ The present approach
excludes anydiscussion of the metaphorical use of the sea, very frequent
in Romantic poetry. On the other hand, the following comments can be
said to apply with nuances to allegorical sea voyages like Shelley's
Alastor.
To appraise the changes that occurred in the depiction of the sea
between Defoe's and Swift's fictions and Romantic poetry, it is
necessary to begin with their resemblances. These all relate to the sea
considered as a surface. The Romantic stories of sea voyages may be
different from those in Defoe and Swift but, to their authors, the sea of
course remained a horizontal plane of a very special type. I say "of
course" because it has always been so to the human eye. This horizontal
surface was, as it still is, first and foremost a space of transit linking
places, and a space that naval powers, whether British, French, Dutch, •
Japanese, or Turkish, not forgetting pirates, were trying to dominate by
excluding others. It was also a space offering ample scope for individual
adventures and discoveries. Finally, in many cases, the places mentioned
on its surface were islands. Indeed, the fascination of islands remained
as keen as ever.
A second similarity concerns the precision with which places are
named and located. This precision is still cartographic. Crusoe and
Gulliver inform the reader about the ports from which they sail, their
destination, and the simation of their ships on this horizontal plane of
the sea. In "Epipsychidion," Shelley dreams of sailing from northern
Italy to one of the Sporades, an island "under Ionian skies" (422)'* that
he wants to have all to himself, in other words to colonize, much as
Byron's pirates do their Aegean islands, or as Robinson Crusoe, not to
mention certain millionaires today, do their own islands. At the
beginning of his journey, Childe Harold leaves the white cliffs of

' Hans Robert Jauss, Pourum esthetique de la reception (Paris: Gallimard, 1978), 49.
Shelly: Selected Poet^, eA Neville Rogers (London: Oxford University Press, 1968), 252. See
also Shelley's "Adverrisement," 242. For all the poems, line and/or stanza references are given
in the text and page references to the editions used are in footnotes.
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southern England and sails to Lisbon; Byron's pirates in The Corsair
from a neighboring island to attack a Turkish force at Coron in the
south of the Peloponnese, and the runaways in The Island leave one
Pitcairn Island for another smaller,less hospitable one in the Polynesian
Archipelago. In Don Juan, the hero is supposed to sail from Spanish
Cadiz to Leghorn, Leghorn being the English name for Livorno in Italy.
In Part I of Coleridge's ballad, the reader can foUow the progress of the
Ancient Mariner's ship on a world map or globe from England to the
Tropic of Cancer, the Equator, the area of the roaring forties, and finally
the tropics in the Indian Ocean with their typical calms. The difference,
because there is one, is that cartographic information is no longer a
focus of special attention. The era of sea exploration and discoveries
was over. The maritime world was clearly chartered and knowledge of
it widespread, so that poets and readers shared the same mental picture
of it. This mental picture belonged to their horizon of expectation.
Third similarity,"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner," Childe Harold,
Don Juan, "Epipsychidion," or "Lines written among the Euganean
HiUs" share with Robinson Crusoe or Gulliver's Travels the same conception
of the sea as a base of human experience and, more particularly, as a
transitional space between a before and an after, and not just a space of
transit. The characters or their outlooks on life change as a result of
their experiences, unless, of course, the voyages fail to materialize, as in
The Bride ofAbjdos, or are only dreamt of, as in "Epipsychidion." Each
transit is again presented as a rupture with the past: a tearing away from,
or a rejection of, the past. The Ancient Mariner, who hypnotizes the
Wedding Guest with his "long gray beard and glittering eye" (3), comes
back another man from his voyage to the Indian Ocean.^
Last but not least, a century after Defoe and Swift, the sea is still a
space that resists men's attempts to dominate it and mm it to personal,
social, or economic advantage. This base of experience, as Marxists call
it, remains untamable and dangerous. Byron's Childe Harold gives a
poetic definition of its treacherous namre that Defoe and Swift would
have approved of:
RoU on, thou deep and dark blue Ocean—roUl
Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain;
^ Coleridge: Poetical Works, ed. Ernest Hartley Coleridge (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1969), 187.
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Man marks the earth with ruin—^his control
Stops with the shore; upon the watery plain
The wrecks are all thy deed, nor doth remain
A shadow of man's ravage, save his own,
When, for a moment, like a drop of rain.
He sinks into thy depths with bubbling groan,
Without a grave, unknell'd, uncoffm'd, and unknown.
(IV, CLXXIX)"^

The obstacles for mariners and ships are in fact what they had always,
and have always, been: the hazards of the weather in "The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner," pirates in Byron's "Turkish Tales," and more
generally rivalry between sea powers. The ships' destinations are
sometimes reached and sometimes not. In Don Juan, the hero's ship
sinks in the Gulf of Lyon in the south of France, after which a tempest
nearly as fantastical as those in Gulliver's Travels pushes the longboat of
the survivors round Italy and Sicily to the Cyclades. The sea as a space
where "the living takes place"^ is one of much suffering and death. In
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" and, in Canto II of Don Juan,
Coleridge and B5^on give appalling pictures of the suffering endured by
the hero and his shipmates. They include scenes of death of thirst and
hunger and even, in Byron's Don Juan, an episode of cannibalism that
would have delighted Swift.®
In descriptions of the sea as horizontal base of human experience,
as "watery plain" as the poets call it, the resemblances between the
poems of the Romantics and the travel accounts of the beginning of the
eighteenth century are clearly more important than the differences, the
latter usually consisting of shades of nuance. What gives Romantic
representations of the sea and sea voyages their distinctive character is
the addition of a vertical dimension to the horizontal one, and it is this
vertical dimension that above all differentiates them from the flat
cartographic ones of their predecessors. Romantic depictions of the sea
multiply references to heights and depths, to what is above sea level and
below its surface. The eyes of the writers no longer just roam over a

' hyron: Poelical Works, ed. Frederick Page (London: Oxford University Press, 1970), 251.
' Henri Lefebvre, ha 'Production de I'espace (Paris; Anthropos, 1974), 13: "L'espace, c'est d'abord
le lieu ou se deroule le vecu."
' See Canto II, LXXV-LXXK, Bjron: Poetical Works, 669-70.
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surface but look upwards and downwards. These are aspects that the
cartographic approach had paid litde attention to. The vertical dimen
sion includes coastal topography but is not limited to it, as we shall see.
Travel accounts like Dampier's do not completely ignore topography,
but their focus is always the situation of places visited, the layout of
lands, the outlines of coasts, and their accessibility from the sea. At each
stage of his voyages around the world or to New Holland and New
Guinea, Dampier depicts the landscape. This is the summary he gives
of the geography of Timor:
The Island of Timor, as I have said in my "Voyage round the
World," is about seventy Leagues long, and fourteen or
sixteen broad. It lies nearly North-East and South-West. The
Middle of it lies in about 9 d. South Lat. It has no Navigable
Rivers, nor many Harboiurs; but abundance of Bays, for Ships
to ride in at some Seasons of the Year. The Shore is very
bold, free from Rocks, Shoals or Islands: excepting a few
which are visible, and therefore easily avoided. On the Southside there is a Shole laid down in our Draughts [portulan],
about thirty Leagues from the South-West-end; I was fifteen
or twenty Leagues further to the East than that distance, but
saw nothing of the Shole; neither could I find any Harbour.
It is a pretty even shore, with Sandy Bays and low Land for
about three or four MUes up; and then 'tis mountainous.
There is no Anchoring but within half a League or a League
at farthest from the Shore; and the low Land that bounds the
Sea, hath nothing but red Mangroves, even from the Foot of
the Mountains till you come within a hundred and fifty or two
hundred paces of the Sea: and then you have Sandbanks,
cloath'd with a sort of Pine; so that there is no getting Water
on this side, because of the Mangroves.
At the South-West-end of Timor, is a pretty high Island,
called Anaboa. It is about ten or twelve Leagues long, and
about four broad; near which the Dutch are settled. It lies so
near Timor, that 'tis laid down in our Draughts as part of that
Island; yet we found a narrow deep Channel fit for any Ships
to pass between them. This Channel is about ten Leagues
long, and in some places not above a League wide. It runs
North-East to South-West, so deep that there is no Anchor-
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ing but very nigh the Shore. There is but little Tide; the Flood
setting North, and the Ebb to the Southward. At the NorthEast-end of this Channel, are two points of Land, not above
a League asunder; one on the South-side upon Timor, called
Copang; the other on the North-side, upon the Island
Anabao. From this last point, the Land trends away Northerly
two or three Leagues, opens to the Sea, and then bends in
again to the Westward.'

Dampier does mention mountains and mountain ranges but shows litde
awareness of their heights. At most, they are useful landmarks for
navigators. The same is true of Robinson Crusoe and Gulliver's Travels,
although their accounts are nowhere so detailed. When Gulliver and his
shipmates land in Brobdingnag, "near a small Neck of Land jutting out
into the Sea, and a Creek too shallow to hold a Ship of above one
himdred Tims," the coast appears merely "barren and rocky" to them.^"
By comparison, the Romantics pay great attention to the geographical
relief of the land in their descriptions of the sea and to perspective in
seascapes. The change was not quite new. The premises of this more
three-dimensional vision are already found in The Poems ofOssian (1762),
and in the Gothic novel.
Coleridge gives a topographic combined with a dynamic descrip
tion of the Ancient Mariner's ship moving away from the English coast.
He also takes into account the roundness of the globe and the position
of the sun.
The ship was cheered, the harbour cleared.
Merrily did we drop
Below the kirk, below the hill.
Below the lighthouse top.
The sun came up upon the left.
Out of the sea came he!
And he shone bright, and on the right
Went down into the sea.
Higher and higher every day.

' A Vvfage to New Holland, in The Voyages of Captain William Dampier, ed. John Masefidd
(London: E. Grant Richards, 1906), 487-88.
Gulliver's Travels, ed. Herbert Davis (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1926), 85.
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Till over the mast at noon. (21—30)"
South of the Cape of Good Hope, the Ancient Mariner's ship meets
with towering icebergs. In Shelley's "Lines written among the Euganean
HiUs" or "Epipsychidion," and in Byron's narrative poems, the central
characters sail from some land or island with a promontory, cliff, hill,
or mountain, to an island or some land with a hill or mountain in the
background, and perhaps even a tower visible from the shore. The
coastal topography is no longer concerned with the contours of bays
and promontories.It systematically presents vertical or oblique lines that
it opposes to the horizontal surface of the water on which the ship sails.
In the first Canto of Childe Harold, the goal of the hero when he leaves
the white cliffs of England (XII) is not to sail to Lisbon, where he stops
only briefly, but to explore the massif of Cintra with its "variegated
maze of mount and glen" and its "horrid crags, by toppling convent
crown'd" (XVIII, XIX)." In The Corsair, Conrad leaves another tower,
his "watch-tower" on the top of a cliff, symbol of his freedom, and on
his way to the South Peloponnese he sails past "the high headlands of
each clustering isle" (593) and a "jutting cape" (601)."
As the last two examples show, the land, the motmtain, and the
tower are central features of Romantic seascapes. They may be
connoted positively or negatively as either prison or refuge, but not so
the cave, another typically romantic topographical feature. It is usually
at sea level and affords protection to lovers. Associated with the cave,
the sea is kind to man. In Don Juan, the idyll between the hero and
Haidee, is born in a cave and, in The Island, the lovers escape their
pursuers by abandoning their canoe and diving below "a black rock
[that] rears its bosom o'er the spray" (TV, II, 10) in order to reach a cave
by an underwater passage." In "Epipsychidion," the island in the
Sporades where the poet hopes to live is a spot "'twixt Heaven, Air,
Earth, and Sea / Cradled, and hung in clear tranquillity" (457-58). Its
central features are "mountain-peaks" (463) in the middle of the island.

" Cokridge: Poetical Works,187-8
Bjro^: Poetical Works,183-84.
" Byron: Poetical Works, 286.
^ Byron: Poetical Works, 361.
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and a tower that "overtops the woods" (487) and dominates the sandy
beaches and "caverns hoar" (432)4^
The vertical dimension is not limited to the cliffs, hilly islands, and
caves of Romantic seascapes. It extends to the sky, celestial bodies, and
the depth of the sea. Whenever the synecdoche for the sea, "the deep,"
is mentioned, the trope takes on a literal meaning. In "The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner," the appearance of "The horned Moon, with one
bright star / Within the nether tip" (210-11) heralds the period of the
hero's lone suffering, which ends when he realizes how beautiful the
water snakes swimming in the water round the ship are (277-91).^'^
Shelley's "Ode to the West Wind" depicts the effect of the storm on the
underwater vegetation. Far below the surface of the water.
The sea-blooms and the oozy woods which wear
The sapless foUage of the ocean, know
Thy voice [the voice of the wind], and suddenly
grow grey with fear.
And tremble and despoil themselves. (39-42)^^
The poem is particularly interesting because it draws much of its effect
from the juxtaposition of two pictures, one dominated by horizontal
lines, the summer seascape of the Bay of Baiae [Figure 1], and the
other by vertical ones, that of the Autumn storm. These two contrasted
seascapes make one think of William Tumer. In the summer picture of
the bay of Baiae, the pumice isles seen from the shore only undulate the
horizontal surface, as they do in Turner's picture of the very same
landscape. The Baj! of Baiae, Apollo and the Sihjl The atmosphere is
peaceful. One has the impression that time has stopped. The poet
reminisces how his eyes rested on the brilliant surface of the crystalline
waters of the blue Mediterranean. Addressing the wind, he writes:
Thou who didst waken from his summer dreams
The blue Mediterranean, when he lay.
Lulled by the coil of his crystalline streams.

" Shelly: Selected Poetty, 252, 253.
" Coleridge: Poetical Works,196,198.
"
Selected Poeiy, 355—56.
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Beside a pumice isle in Baiae's bay,
And saw in sleep old palaces and towers
Quivering within the wave's intenser day.
All overgrown with azure moss and flowers
So sweet, the sense faints picturing them! (29—36)
This summer drowsiness is destroyed by the autumn storm that heralds
the approach of winter. In this second picmre, which in fact comes first
in the poem, vertical and oblique lines dominate and, this time, the
vertical and oblique lines are not merely static topographical features but
dynamic ones, synonymous with natural destructive forces, very much
as in another picmre by Turner, Snowstorm—Steamboat off a Harbour
[Figure 2]. When the storm comes racing from the Atlantic, the waves
"surge," and rain and lightning pelt down, blurring and upsetting the
blue surface of the waters:
mid the steep sky's commotion.
Loose clouds like the earth's decaying leaves are shed.
Shook from the tangled boughs of Heaven and Ocean. (15—17)
The surface of the sea suddenly looks "Like the bright hair uplifted
from the head / Of some fierce Maenad" (20—21).'® This interplay
between horizontal and vertical lines is a new typically Romantic trait in
the depiction of the sea. To a greater or lesser degree, it is present in all
the passages quoted or referred to here and breathes life into namral
scenes. The cartographic vision was static by comparison.
In this discussion of the vertical topographical, environmental, and
cosmographic feamres of seascapes, it has become increasingly obvious
that, for the Romantics, seas and oceans are no longer so systematicaUy
forbidding and hostile to man as they are in Defoe and Swift. They can
be spaces to be enjoyed. Home is the word they sometimes use for it.
Probably owing to more secure means of transport, the Ancient Mariner
at first takes pleasure in his passage down the Atlantic, a pleasure
conveyed by the ballad rhythm of the account of his departure quoted
above. Byron's pirates enjoy sailing between their islands and the land.

' Sheltgi: Selected "Poetry, 355-56.
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whereas a sense of doom hovers in most narratives of earlier voyages.
The author of Cbi/de Haro/dloved the sea and shared this prepossession
with Shelley. This is what he says:
And I have loved thee, Ocean! and my joy
Of youthful sports was on thy breast to be
Borne, like thy bubbles, onward: from a boy
I wanton'd with thy breakers—they to me
Were a delight; and if the freshening sea
Made them a terror—'twas a pleasing fear.
For I was as it were a child of thee.
And trusted to thy billows far and near.
And laid my hand upon thy mane—as I
do here. (IV, CLXXXIV)"
In Shelley's "Epipsychidion," the voyage to the Ionian Sea is picmred
as an enchanting summer cruise. The poet's attention again dwells on
the crystalline surface of the Mediterranean in fine weather. He even
sees it as a barrier protecting his privacy:
The blue Aegean girds this chosen home.
With ever-changing sound and light and foam.
Kissing the sifted sands, and caverns hoar. (430—34)^°
It is true that in "Lines written among the Euganean Hills" the boat is
overtaken by a storm and rough winter weather conditions that lead the
sailor to his death by drowning.^' These opposed facets of the sea are
also one of the characteristics of the Romantic vision.
The sea afforded the Romantics another hardly ever-mentioned
pleasure. Coleridge, Byron, and Shelley discovered the thrill of speed.
Earlier prose accounts of overseas voyages had insisted on the long
months spent at sea. Not so the Romantic poets. The very ballad
rhythm in the same passage of "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner"
referred to above can also be said to suggest the thrilling experience of
sailing smoothly southward. The beginning of Cbi/de Harold produces a

" hjrvn: Poetical Works, 251.
^ Shellg: SelectedVoetry, 252.
Shelly: SelectedVoetry, 341—42.
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Figure 1: J. M. W. Turner, The Bay ofBaia,
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Figure 2: J. M. W. Turner, Snowstorm—Steamboat Off a Harbor
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similar sense of swift passage from England to Pormgal: "On, on the
vessel flies, the land is gone" (I, XIV) Byron's corsair is particularly
sensitive to the sense of freedom that sailing gives one:
O'er the glad waters of the dark blue sea.
Our thoughts as boundless, and our souls as free.
Far as the breeze can bear, the billows foam.
Survey our empire, and behold our home. (1-4)^^
This note is struck again and again.
These remarks on the two facets of the Romantic sea bring us to
a last point. Because the fictions of Swift and Defoe were modeled on
genuine travel accounts, their approach to the representation of the sea
struck a balance between information of supposedly general public
interest and the private experience of their heroes. Thus, in their fake
travel accounts, the maritime space has a social, poMcal and economic
dimension. In Romantic descriptions of sea voyages on the other hand,
the focus is exclusively private individual experience. Whether in lyrical
or narrative poetry, the emphasis is on the living, physical, and sensorial
experience of the maritime space by one persona. The central part of
the Ancient Mariner's adventure illustrates this clearly when compared
with Gulliver's several encounters with strange human and animal
creamres. The Ancient Mariner is the only survivor and single focus. At
the very most, in other poems, a second person, a soul mate, is invited
to share the adventure with the hero or speaker of the lines:
Oh! that the Desert were my dwelling-place.
With one fair Spirit for my minister.
That I might all forget the human race.
And, hating no one, love but only her! (TV, CLXXVII)^''
exclaims Byron at the end of Childe Harold. Shelley's "Invitation au
Voyage" in "Epipsychidion" reads: "Emily, / A ship is floating in the

^ hyron: PoeticalWorks, 183.
Bjron: Poetical Works, 21
Bjron: Poetical Works, 250.
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harbour now, / A wind is hovering o'er the mountain's brow; / There
is a path on the sea's azure floor" (408-10).
On the whole, the substratum of Romantic representations of the
maritime space, the space of sea voyages, remains the same between
Defoe and Swift on the one hand and Coleridge, Byron, and Shelley on
the other. Apart from the recuperation of the topographical and more
generally vertical dimension, the other changes are a matter of emphases
rather than basic differences in the vision of the sea as a space where
"the living takes place."The recuperation of the vertical dimension itself
does not affect the overall conception of reality, which is shared by the
genuine and fictional travel accounts of the early eighteenth century as
well as by the Romantics. This third vertical dimension, which had been
underplayed by the cartographic outlook, is in fact an integral part of the
conception of reality as extended substance, m extensa, inherited from
the Renaissance and considered by Descartes and Newton to be
rational. Shelley refers to it explicitly in The Witch of Atlas, when he
describes a flowering lawn as "a space extended" (275).^ This vertical
dimension is common to all the Romantics, not specific to the symbol
ism of one or the other: it is also a trait of the vision or horizon of
discourse and expectation of the period, which is itself connected with
a new grasp of geography, as will appear below.
Romantic poetry evidences the same fascination of islands and
more generally unfamiliar southern horizons that Defoe and Swift had
exploited in their sea narratives. It exhibits a similar delight in discover
ies. It is true that the discoveries are of a different order. Romantic
poetry has a predilection for interesting sights rather than useful
resources and populations living in remote countries. Its icebergs, blue
seas, green island paradises with quiet bays and sandy beaches have a
definite modern flavor whose quality one would today associate with
tourist attractions. The sea is still a space of transit, and of transitions of
a psychological nature, in poems like "The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner" or DonJuan. Whenever it is a route leading, or that one dreams
of leading, to an earthly paradise, it is connected with smooth sailing
and speed, rather than shipwreck, and the sea becomes a route leading
to the fulfillment of an aspiration. In these cases, speed, this other
modern trait, represents an impetuous msh, a rupture, and movement
Shelly. Selected Poetry, 251-52.
^ Shelly Selected Poems, 209.
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away from one coast usually representing life in society towards a new
horizon often symbolized by an elevation at the center of the island.
The sea is thus presented as a runway leading to a movement upwards
in mrn symbolizing happiness, spiritual elevation, or an exhilarating
feeling of freedom from social constraints. The sea is also the route of
a return to Nature: in fact it is Nature, too. What is clear is that, for the
Romantics, the vast expanses of salt water are no longer a neutral scene
of action for civilization and trade to dominate and organize; it is a
space of individual adventure outside civilization, like virgin islands, but
also like woods and mountains. In other words, it does not belong to
culture. For precisely this reason, it is the home of outcasts: of those
living or wanting to live outside the pale of society. This is why Byron's
pirates are so different from Defoe's or Swift's.
With its use of what I have called the vertical dimension, vertical
covering topographical, environmental, climatic, and cosmographic
references, as well as oblique lines and upward and downward move
ments, the Romantic grasp of geography has become more complex. It
is closer to the observations of Humbolt's generation than to the flat
vision proposed by the cartographers, Herman Moll and John Senex,
who inspired Defoe and Swift. In this sense, they can be said to present
more detailed and sometimes better visuahzed seascapes than Defoe
and Swift do. Their sea cliffs, island peaks, beaches and caverns are the
equivalent of alpine summits, valleys, hUls and dales in what I have
called in another presentation on the subject of geographical space in
the eighteenth century "La litterature du promeneur, the literature of the
walker, die Literatur des Wanderers," a literature that developed
between the 1750s and the 1830s.^' With the individualized perspective
of the narrator or speaker of the poem, the gaze rises higher and
plunges deeper. It even includes the sky, the sun, the moon, and the
stars. Coleridge's beautiful image of "The horned moon,with one bright
star / Within the nether tip" referred to above is the pivotal element
which, in his ballad, brings about the transformation of the geographical
vision into a cosmic one. One finds sitiiilar moments of cosmographic
visions in Wordworth's famous lines — note again the reference to the
curvature of the surface of the ocean:

"The Emergence of the Walker in English Literature: From the Traveler, Swallower of Vast
New Spaces to the Walker, Relisher of Proximate Space," Eleventh Congress on the
Enlightenment, UCLA, August 2003.
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And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused.
Whose dweUing is the light of setting suns.
And the round ocean, and the Uving air.
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man.
("Tintern Abbey," 94-99)^

and again at the end of Byron's Childe Harold's Pilgrimage:
Roll on, thou deep and dark blue Ocean—roU!...
Thou glorious mirror, where the Almighty's form
Glasses itself in tempests; in all time, —
Calm or convulsed, in breeze, or gale, or storm.
Icing the pole, or in the torrid clime
Dark-heaving—boundless, endless, and sublime.
The image of eternity, the throne
Of the Invisible; even from out thy sUme
The monsters of the deep are made; each zone
Obeys thee; thou goest forth, dread, fathomless, alone.
(IV, CLXXIX, CLXXXIII)25
It is at such moments that the Romantic representation of the sea looks
most itself and most remote from those of Defoe, Swift, and genuine
travel accounts which, by comparison, recall the descriptions of the
previous centuries from Christopher Columbus onwards. Nor is it any
wonder that, with this visionary dimension, the sea should often
symbolize the troubled waters of life in Romantic poetry and that sea
voyages should become an image of life in some poems like "Lines
written among the Euganean Hills."^°

Wordsworth and Coleridge, The lyrical Ballads, ed. R. L. Brett and A. R. Jones (London:
Methuen, 1968), 116.
Byron: Boetical Works, 251.
Unlike the present study, which describes the cosmographic dimension of Romantic poetry
as an extension of the contemporary geographic conception of space as extended substance,
David Spurr has recently argued in "The Study of Space in Literature: Some Paradigms" that
the cosmic dimension comes closer to Plato's description of chora (The Space of English, ed.
David Spurr and Cornelia Tschichold, SPELL 17 [Tubingen: Gunter Narr, 2005], 20-22).
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However distinctive such moments of cosmic and visionary
experience are in Romantic poetry, they must not make us forget that,
with their heightened contrasts between serene and wild scenes and
their underscoring of vertical lines, with their "horrid crags," peaks,
towers, abrupt cliffs "beetl[ing] o'er a bay," caverns and foamy billows.
Romantic seascapes also exhibit the more simply visual characteristics
of contemporary landscape paintings and watercolors; a connection of
particular relevance to the present study. Poems and pictures share the
same aesthetics of the sublime and / or of the picturesque and iQustrate
the same close connection with geography. Indeed, contemporary
watercolor artists like Edward Dayes, WiUiam Pars, Paul Sandby, John
Thomas Serres, and William Taverns were professional topographers.
The depiction of the sea and sea voyages in Romantic poetry
reflects thedevelopment of geographical knowledge and travels. It helps
to imderstand why the world depicted by this poetry often looks so
much more modern and closer to us than that of Robinson Crusoe or
Lemuel Gulliver. In this respect, it is a telling illustration of the
(r) evolution in sensibility that occurred during the long eighteenth
century. The descriptive details of Defoe's and Swift's sea voyages may
look back to the past, but it would be wrong to conclude that their
vision of the sea no longer has any relevance to the modern world, far
from it. In fact, in so far as the management of space is concerned, it is
interesting to note that we still live today in a world torn between on the
one hand a will to organize, control and exploit "the watery plain,"
which found expression in their travel accounts, and on the other a
desire to keep and enjoy the same sea in its pristine purity, which can be
considered a bequest of the Romantic era.

